UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

PRIVATE VISIT OF THE MARQUÊS DE FRONTEIRA PALACE & TILE PAINTING
Spend the afternoon in a privately owned 17th century Palace with luxurious and romantic gardens, frescoes and a rich collection of azulejos. The Marquês de Fronteira Palace is one of Lisbon’s
best kept secrets and will open its doors for an exclusive experience. After having been inspired by the beautiful gardens full of glazed tiles, guests will have the unique opportunity to paint their
own azulejo while enjoying a rich coffee break full of Portuguese specialties

PRIVATE VISIT OF THE MARQUÊS DE FRONTEIRA PALACE & TILE PAINTING

TAKE A LATE AFTERNOON WALK ALONG AN 18th CENTURY AQUEDUCT & ENJOY A COCKTAIL
IN THE MÃE DE AGUA RESERVOIR

Have you ever walked along an 18th century aqueduct? In Lisbon’s city center this is entirely possible! The Aguas Livres Aqueduct is one of Lisbon’s most iconic images and supplied fresh and
drinkable water to the entire city of Lisbon. This ambitious project in baroque and neoclassical style is more than 14 km long and has the largest ogival arch in the world with a height of 65 meters
and a width of 29 meters.
Admire the fantastic views over Lisbon all while walking along a National Monument. Our walk will end directly at the stunning Mãe de Agua reservoir where a cocktail will be served.

MÃE DE AGUA RESERVOIR

CRS IDEAS

BUILD A TOY
We provide a set of activities (customizing children toys) where participants can leave the company for a day and add their own creative mark in
toys. Those toys will be given to one of several charity children nurseries.
The trend towards building Corporate Social Responsibility into team-building activities is a movement we have embraced. We recognize that
our clients are looking for innovative ways to make emotional and lasting connections among their teams. With our CSR team-building
programs, guests walk away with a sense of gratitude, pride, accomplishment and goodwill towards their company.
We customize activities resulting from our client’s program objectives and corporate values. We have connections with a number of charities,
from national organizations to the locally underserved. It’s our goal and privilege to facilitate the ultimate match of activity, facility and charity
for each unique group.
some ideas are :
On an Indoor or Outdoor location teams have to assemble and personalize the following:
1 – Customize a skate deck and the wheels. 1 skate is provided per team where everything can be personalized, with ink, brushes and spray
decals.
2 - Customize the traditional Portuguese games “pião” and one rocking horse per team
3 – Assemble a bike. 1 bicycle per team is ready to assemble and special graffiti pens to personalize the bicycle.

BUILD A TOY

Each team will assemble and personalize a total of 1 skate; 4 "pião"; 1 rocking horse; 1 Bicycle.
After the event all toys are to be given to a social children’s nursery chosen by us and previously informed to the client.
If wanted a puppet theatre and puppets can be added or substitute any of the toys above.

RE-FOOD – SOCIAL PROJECT
Re-food is an independent, citizen driven, 100% volunteer, eco-humanitarian community charity, working to eliminate food waste and hunger on a
neighbourhood basis.
Re-food operates in, of and for the community, working without salaries and avoiding any and all costs / investments that do not serve its mission.
Re-food’s low cost / high productivity model improves the quality of life of people in need while strengthening the social fabric of the local community.
People are at the heart of the Re-food process, donating small amounts of their precious time to create value for others.
People working in the kitchens of our food source partners invest a few minutes saving good excess food into Re-food provided packages instead of
throwing it away. Hundreds of Re-food volunteers invest a very few hours once a week in food collection, packaging or distribution. Each small
personal investment along the way accumulates into a significant return for all involved.

SHOP FOR A CAUSE
We combine a walking tour of the city secret areas and important locations with the shopping for a cause ( pre defined ahead of time) With a shopping list and money on their hands, teams must
buy all the items written on it. (these list can be adapted according to the client’s budget and the institution's needs)
This activity will end at the restaurant where teams will find a specific area to leave the items they bought.

JEEP AND REFORESTATION
Using a map on a tablet, the team must drive and reach a predetermined point.
Participants must also answer questions (which may or may not refer to their company). There are various tasks prepared by the
organization, which will involve the participants on a physical and intellectual level.
Along the circuit the teams will find some tools and different materials for gardening.
At the last point of the Road Book they will find a tree with something hanging ...
This clue is a military card with a certain point marked. This point is their next goal. It is the place where they will plant the tree.
Teams baptize and mark the tree by processing a tag with the name of the team and the date.

